If X is a toric variety we show that X is isomorphic to a quotient Y//G where G is a torus acting on an affine space k" and Y is a G-invariant open subset of k". We also show that any ring of differential operators on X twisted by an invertible sheaf is a factor ring of the fixed ring D(Y)' by an ideal generated by central elements.
Introduction
It is conjectured, [ 133, that D (Y//G) is a finitely generated Noetherian algebra, and this follows whenever 0 is surjective. The question of surjectivity has been considered in various papers, see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 131 .
One of the aims of this paper is to prove a similar surjectivity result, but we begin from a different starting point. If X is a toric variety which is determined by a finite fan, we show that X is isomorphic to a quotient variety Y//G where Y is an open subset of some affine space k" equipped with an action of a torus G (Theorem 1).
Note that in general Y and X are no longer affine. The most familiar example is where G = k* acts by scalar multiplication on Y = A"+ ' \ {O}. Then Y//G is projective space P".
We also show that if 9 is an invertible sheaf on X, then 9 is isomorphic to a sheaf of covariants for the action of G on Y (Theorem 4). This allows us to define a map where D,(X) is the ring of differential operators twisted by 9, In Theorem 5, we show that 8 is surjective, and describe Ker 0.
It follows that D(X) is Noetherian and a finitely generated k-algebra. This last result has been proved independently by Jones [6] using a different method. Similar results hold for rings of differential operators on X which are twisted by an invertible sheaf.
Results similar to Theorem 1 have been obtained by several authors including
Audin [l, Chapter VI], Batyrev (unpublished), Cox [2] and Fine [4] . I thank D. Cox and J. Fine for bringing this to my attention.
Toric varieties as quotient varieties

1.1
Our realization of toric varieties as orbit spaces works over any infinite field k. (TEA Note that (0) is always contained in A and that U{e) = Speck [M] is a torus TN. Furthermore T, acts on TN emb(A) and Uto} is a dense orbit with respect to this action. We may identify M with the character group of TN and N with the group of one-parameter subgroups. Given a finite fan (N, A) as above we construct an open set Y = U0 E A V, in k" and an action of G on Y such that U, is isomorphic to Vu//G the variety of closed orbits of G in I$. Furthermore these isomorphisms glue together so that we may identify X with Y//G. Also we show that any invertible sheaf on X is isomorphic to a "sheaf of covariants" for the action of G on Y. Our results on differential operators then follow by a modification of the proof of [ll, Theorem B].
1.2.
For any cone 0 we can write c = If= 1 Q+ ni with ni E N. Then (T " = nHi where Hi=(Q+ni)" = (m E M,) (m, ni) 2 O}. Also note that ni E cj z i Q + nj if and only if Hi 2 n j + i Hj. Clearly such Izi (resp. Hi) can be omitted from the sum cr = C Q+ 'tj (resp. from the intersection n Hj = ~7 " ). In [l l] the half spaces Hi which cannot be omitted from the intersection o " = 0 Hi were called bounding half spaces. If H = (Cl+ n)" is a bounding half space of 0 and n is primitive (that is dn E N for d E &p implies d E Z) we say that n is a generating vector for cr. There is a one-one correspondence between the generating vectors for g and the faces of cr of dimension one, given by nHQ+n.
1.3.
With these preliminaries we can now give our construction of Y. Given a fan (N, A). Hence the invertible sheaf JZ'~ corresponding to L, has sections 9h(Uo) = 4 -'V9(U,).
We now describe another way of constructing invertible sheaves on X using the G-variety Y.
Recall the exact sequence 0 + K + B + N -+ 0 of Section 1.3. For x E A = Hom(B, Z) we set Qx = x + K'. Note that if we regard A as the character group of the torus T, and G as a subtorus of T,, we have for x E A, g E G s.Q" = x(dQ'.
Thus span {T" 1 A E @I} is a module of covariants for the action of G on 0( I$) } in the sense of [14] .
For 0 E A we set
@"(U,) = {;1 E @XJ(2, ei) 2 0 for all i E [a]>.
We can make Qx correspond to a sheaf 9; on X = ucGd U, such that
_Y;(U,) = span{Q"II E W(U,)).
Note that @"+@x=@x,@o(U,)=@, and that span{T"lAE@,}=
Furthermore if t is a a face of e, then U, c U, and the restriction map _YP;(U,) -+ 2; (U,) is just inclusion. Thus as in the proof of [12, Theorem 1.41 there is a unique sheaf Tip; with sections over U, as above. We call 9; a sheaf of cooariants for the action of G on Y.
1.6.
We are primarily interested in the case where 9P; is an invertible sheaf. To this end we first investigate the situation where Zl(U,) is a free O(U,)-module. for all r E A.
Since _Yh(Ur) = q-'DO for r E A, it is now clear that 2',, E 9, z 9;. 0 1.8
We explain how our results apply to weighted projective spaces. 
D(X) whose kernel is generated by its intersection with the center of D( Y)'.
In fact a modification of the proof in [l l] works for differential operators twisted by some invertible sheaf 9'.
We view 9 as a subsheaf of the constant sheaf Or,, and let 9' = Zi, with x E A, be an isomorphic sheaf of covariants as in Theorem 4. Since G acts on O(T,) by means of the one-parameter subgroups in K E B, it follows that the Lie algebra g of G acts on O(T,) by derivations corresponding to elements of K. As x E A is a character of Ts we may evaluate x on elements of g and we set
9 -x(s) = {x -x(x)1x E 9). This is contained in the center of D(Y)', see Section 2.2 for more details. It is easily seen that for i E M, Finally, we study Ker 0. Since U = (K* @I k) + x, is an affine subspace of V = Ak, the kernel of h* : 0 (v) + Lo(U) is generated by the linear functions which vanish on U.
NOW if a E B and x = xi aiQiPi then h*(x) = JYiai(J + (x,, ei)). Since 5.4' = (2, ni)ql, we see that h*(x) is constant on U if and only if C aini = 0, that is a E K or x E 9. In this case 13(x) = 1 ai(xb, ei) = (x,, a), but x, = x -w(lb) with o(l,) E K', so x E g implies that e(x) = x(x). It now follows that Ker l?= D(7',)' (g -x(g)).
Arguing as in [ll, Corollary 3 .61, we see that Kere = D(r)'(g -x(g)). The ring GrD(X) is studied in more detail in [Ill, Section 41 where it is shown to be Gorenstein.
3.2.
Since Dip(X) c D(O( TN)), we may regard @(TN) as a left D&X)-module.
We have 0(7',) = span (4') i E M} and each q' spans a one-dimensional weight space for the action of the Lie algebra Lie( TN) = span { q1 p1 , . . . , q*p,.}. Any submodule of 0 (r,) is similarly a direct sum of weight spaces. Finally we note that the methods of [14] can be used to study the algebras D,(X).
